PURPOSE:
To ensure compliance with federal regulations and state directives, and to protect the right to privacy of WIC employees, applicants and participants.

POLICY:
I. The local agency (LA) is required to protect the confidentiality of its employees, applicants and participants by preventing the unauthorized disclosure of their personal information.

PROCEDURE(S):
I. Each LA is responsible for restricting the disclosure of confidential information obtained from employees, applicants or participants without their written consent. WIC employee, applicant or participant information may be disclosed without written consent only when:
   A. Requested by a representative of The California Department of Public Health, Women, Infants and Children Division (CDPH/WIC), State Department of Health Care Services’ Audits and Investigations, State Controller’s Office, USDA, and other authorized State or federal representatives designated by federal WIC regulations/statutes during normal business hours for the purpose of inspecting, auditing, and photocopying such records. The LA is also required to assure that all confidential records are stored in such a manner so as to allow for ease of identification and retrieval.
   B. Requested by another LA to verify that individual’s program eligibility and to investigate potential dual participation.

II. The LA may make available summary statistical information to the general public which does not directly identify employees, applicants or participants. However, the LA must receive approval from CDPH/WIC prior to releasing such information.

III. Unauthorized disclosure of WIC applicant or participant confidential information could potentially result in a formal complaint or lawsuit brought against CDPH/WIC or the LA by the applicant or participant. Therefore, it is critical that the LA assures its staff is trained on the proper procedures for disclosing confidential information. Provided confidential information is disclosed in accordance with approved program policies, adverse action will not be taken against the LA or its staff.
IV. The LA may be part of a multi-service social service and/or health agency that provides more than WIC services, e.g., a hospital or a county health department. In such situations, only LA staff may have access to WIC applicant and participant confidential information. Non-WIC personnel may have access to specific applicant and participant confidential information only if prior written consent to access such information is first obtained from the applicant or participant in question.

V. The LA is required to assure restricted access to confidential participant information maintained in the WIC management information system (WIC MIS). This assurance includes, but is not limited to:

A. Turning off and securing all WIC MIS computer terminals at the end of the workday.
B. Logging out of WIC MIS when leaving the computer terminal unattended.
C. Limiting viewing of applicant and participant data or records that is showing on WIC MIS computer screens and also computer printouts to LA employees, and the applicable applicant or participant.

VI. The LA is required to assure the security of paper documents containing confidential employee, applicant and participant information. This assurance includes, but is not limited to:

A. Locking away confidential information if left unattended, even for a few minutes.
B. During non-working hours, keeping confidential information in a locked desk, cabinet or office, even if the building is secured.
C. Placing confidential documents for shredding in a locked shred container at the end of each workday, or securing the documents in a locked desk, cabinet or office.
D. Directing custodial and maintenance staff to not enter a locked office unless requested for cleaning and in emergency situations. Should an employee request cleaning of a locked office, it is the responsibility of that employee to lock all confidential information in a desk or cabinet within that office space.

VII. Reporting

A. It is critical that all employees immediately report any loss of documents containing WIC employee, applicant or participant confidential information; any suspected breach of the security of such confidential information; or in the event of unintentional, unauthorized disclosure of confidential information. The report
must be made the day the loss or suspected breach of confidential information is discovered:
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